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Background

💕 Hinge is an online dating application where users can find potential romantic 
partners by engaging (liking/commenting) with the pictures of profiles of their 
interest.

In the dating world that is dissed for hookups, Hinge places itself as a product which is 
intended for serious dating. It sets itself apart by breaking the "swiping" stereotype and 
letting users "like" and leave comments on the profiles they like.

Motivations behind Indians using dating apps :

1. To find meaningful relationships

2. To meet new people

3. For short-term/casual relationships

4. No specific reason
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Hinge users are adults in later 20s to mid 40s and majorly hire 
Hinge to do the job mentioned in point 1.

Problem

⚠ Alarmingly low proportion of female users on the platform.

Assumptions 

I am limiting the user base to the Indian demography

Assuming user base comprises of binary genders (men/women) only

Meagre 36% of users are female on Hinge. Needless to say, this gender divide gap 
hurts everyone on the platform. Here is why :

1. Few female profiles : Men using Hinge do not have many choices. This can lead to 
a drop-off in engagement leading to drop-off from the application altogether.

2. Invokes negative affirmation : The reponse rate on the profiles for which a male 
user has shown interest is also low. This can make the user feel unworthy of a date 
and will ultimately prompt them to drop using this app.

3. Decision paralysis : Women on the app are bombarded with attention. Though this 
can invoke a a feel-good emotion in the beginning, this can later lead to decision 
paralysis where women have too many options and are divided on which 
connection to focus on.

4. Everyone looses : Users hire Hinge for finding a meaningful connection, the above 
listed reasons act as a barrier in letting Hinge do the job it was hired for and hence 
everyone looses. 

❓ Digging deeper into the 'Why' of the problem

Why are Indian women not on dating apps?
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1. Feeling unsafe online : ~83% of women in India experience online harassment. 
Women do not want to use a platform where they have to divulge their personal 
information including pictures. 

Few examples of what online harassment can look like :

Stalking on social media

Sending unsolicted pictures/ using foul language without any consequences

Misusing pictures in profiles

2. Fear of being catfished : Indian women using a dating app is a taboo in itself, 
hence they are extra cautious about the people they are talking to via a dating app 
and hence  this can be an absolute deal breaker or a major apprehension behind 
not using a dating app. Although proportionately lesser number of women are 
catfished compared to men. 

3. Fear of being 'discovered' : Being discovered by the next door neighbour's son is 
not the ideal happenstance for an Indian woman on a dating app. Hence, many 
avoid using them altogther.

4. Dating apps synonymous to hookups : The negative connotation around people 
using dating apps only for flings is another reason why many Indian women who are 
looking for "something serious" steer clear of the path. 

5. Not finding what they are looking for : Many women ditch the platform after not 
having "matched" with anyone they liked or having dragged monotonic 
conversations or both.

Objectives / Goals

🎯 A win-win for all users!

In India, Hinge has 36% of its user base as women. The goal is to move this needle to 
50%
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(Bumble India, which is Hinge's ravest competitor has ~46% of its user base as women)

to have more female users on Hinge

to make Hinge a safer space for women

to give all users, an equal and fair chance at finding a relationship of their choice

Key Features & Scope

💡 Two features listed below will be rolled out only for userbase located in India: 
1. Verify and unlock 
2. Be a wingwoman 
 
See other ideas that didn't make the cut here.

Feature 1

Description: Verify and unlock
Every first time and existing user of the app will have a red exclamation icon next to 
their profile photo. 

Until a user verifies their profile :

1. Users (gender no bar) will not be able to see who liked/ commented on their photos. 

2. Users can only like a maximum of 3 profiles per day

Once verified, this red exclamation icon changes to a blue tick mark.

Feature Goal: 
1. Reduce the number of fake profiles

(Hypothesis is people use fake profiles to harass online)

2. Increase user awareness about the legitimacy of a profile. If a profile is not verified, 
it is a red flag.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vtePEN1QovIMd0_Cedhe1lS6OrB-oHjWwPGsaCTcRjY/edit?usp=sharing
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3. Reduce the incidents of catfishing

Usecases: 
Usecase 1:

Nishita is an occasional user of Hinge. When she used the app last month she matched 
with a guy Naman. Both of them enjoyed the conversation and decided to meet. On the 
day of the actual date, a guy who looked completely  different than what the Hinge 
profile user Naman's turned up. On clarifying, Nishita got to know, Naman was using his 
friend's pictures to get dates. Disappointed with such an experience, Nishita decides to 
pause her profile and uninstalls the app.

Usecase 2:

Ankit downloaded Hinge for the first time and was very excited to give it a go. Within an 
10 minutes of creating the profile, he received 10+ likes and comments on his pictures. 
One week of using the app, Ankit starts talking to a Hinge user Ritika over the app. 
However, every time he requests Ritika for a call or meetup she declines. After about a 
month of talking to the Ritika, he finds out this entire time was talking to another man 
pretending to be a woman. Ankit deletes Hinge after this incident never to return again.

Additional details:
3 profiles that a user can view and interact with gets refreshed at midnight depending on 
the time zone they are in (only India)

Verification process workflow :
Verification process will be automated but will have human moderators to check flagged 
profiles.

1. User will be asked to upload 1 selfie mirroring the random photo pose shown on the 
app. 

The random photo pose will be picked from a collection of 100 default poses stored 
on Hinge's server. These selfies will not be shared anywhere and will be used for 
the purpose of verification only.

2. User has to upload 6 photos in the profile, out of which at least 2 have be solo 
pictures where their face is visible. These photos will then be matched with the 
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selfies uploaded in 1.

Once the above two criteria are met, a user will be given the verified tag.

The entire process should not take more than 5-7 minutes.

Feature 2

Description: Be a wingwoman
This feature will be available only for women users.

🙆Stakeholder 1 : Female user on Hinge endorsing a profile to a friend a.k.a The 
Wingwoman

If a user comes across a man's profile that they feel is more suited for their friend, they 
can endorse the profile of interest to their other female friends using their friend's phone 
number (phone number will be confidential and will not be shared). 

A user can also endorse profiles that they have matched with. Once endorsed, those 
profiles will be removed from the user's matches (Out of scope for now)

All endorsements sent can be tracked in the user profile.

👰Stakeholder 2 : Women who are receiving endorsements from their women 
friends on Hinge

If the friend to whom endorsement is being sent is an

a. existing Hinge User :

If the friend who is receiving this endorsement is already a Hinge user, she will 
recieve a notification in a tab called Wingwoman. This tab will have the 
wingwoman's details and the profile of the person who is being endorsed. She can 
then view the profile and engage, ignore the profile or do no action. A user can have 
multiple wingwomen.

b. not a Hinge User :

If the friend is not on Hinge, the communication will be sent via a text message with 
a link to install Hinge and land on Wingwoman tab. The user journey will be guided 
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to help the user get familiarized with the Wingwoman section first (as is already 
present for any new Hinge user to get acquainted with the Hinge platform)

�Stakeholder 3 : Men who are being endorsed

Consent of male users would be taken asking them if they want their profile to be 
endorsed by other women on the app. 

❌ If they say no, their profiles will not have the endorsement button. They will have the 
option to change their say later, in the profile section.

✅ If they say yes, their profiles will have an additional button for endorsement. 

📌 Consent for endorsement will be listed under Preferences in Settings as a 
switch. By default, consent will be set to off. 

Post release, on entering the app, the user will be told about this feature as the first 
thing.

They will be notified when anyone endorses them. However, they cannot see who has 
endorsed them (premium feature, out of scope).

Feature Goal: 
1. Onboard new users via known users (endorsements can be synonymous to indirect 

referrals)

Usecase: 
Anita matched with Varun on Hinge. After talking to Varun for a few days she realized, 
Varun would be the perfect match for her friend Smita. She tells the same thing to Smita 
who is also a Hinge user. Smita checks out Varun's profile from Anita's phone and likes 
his profile. She doesn't want to exchange numbers yet. Only if there was a way to get 
Varun's profile in her Hinge profile, her problem would be solved.

Core UX Flow 
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📌 Feature 1 : Verify and unlock feature wireframe.

https://app.uizard.io/p/36265168/embed

📌 Feature 2 : Be a wingwoman wireframe.

https://app.uizard.io/p/04617973/embed

🎖 Success Metrics

In India, Hinge has 36% of its user base as women. Objective is to move this metric 
to 50%.

(Bumble, a direct competitor of Hinge has ~46% of its user base as women in India)

Specific to feature 1 : Verify and view

80% of the userbase should be verified by 6 months of launch

A dip of 10% in the spam profiles reported within 3 months of launch

https://app.uizard.io/p/36265168/embed
https://app.uizard.io/p/04617973/embed
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Churn for the male userbase should not be more than what it is usually

Specific to feature 2 : Be a wingwoman

20% increase in female userbase within 8 months of launch.

>50% of male users give consent for their profile to be endorsed

Churn for the female userbase should not be more than what it is usually


